DRIVING TIPS!

Check a map for the __ you need to take from the highway
Be sure to watch your __ gauge and plan ahead on long trips
Stay in your __ and watch for other drivers not staying in theirs
Do not follow too close to a __ or tractor trailer; they can't see you
Many highways have __ rails to keep you from going off the road
Watch for ____ that tell you about upcoming exits and points of interest
Obey the __ limit, especially when driving at night or in bad weather
Only use your high-beam __ when there are no oncoming cars
Keep off the __ between oncoming lanes; pull off to the right shoulder
Accelerate to match the traffic speed when entering a freeway __
The State __ is there to ensure highway safety and enforce state laws
Some highways have a __ strip to warn you if you’re going off the road
Turn on your lights to be seen better when entering a __
Watch for __ in the road and try to avoid them
__ form ice before surface roads due to cold air passing under them
Share the ride in a __ and you may be able to use special lanes
Mountain highways have __ truck ramps for trucks with brake failures
Listen to the radio for the __ report to help avoid slow spots
Never drive if you have been __ or are very tired
Watch for ice in __ weather, and be sure to leave enough room to stop
Pulling over at a __ __ will let you stretch you legs and get refreshed
Avoid traveling during __ __ in cities if possible
Never __ or follow too closely to the car in front of you
Carry a cell phone to call for help if your car has a __
Pull to the right to allow __ vehicles with flashing lights to pass
Usually __ that run north-south are odd-numbered, east-west are even
Slow down and pay extra attention when driving in __ __ zones
Always check for crossing traffic at an __ even you have the light

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

________

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:

___________________________
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